
The Perfect Inventory Setup Checklist:
Check all the items your dealership is able to execute with your current inventory 
management system! The “Perfect Inventory” Setup would include all of the following:

Sourcing: 

 See vehicles available for purchase at local auctions

 See detailed auction info like condition report

 Evaluate available vehicles 

 Sort by market demand and price

 See CARFAX/AutoCheck on all vehicles

Pricing:

 Evaluate trades and purchased vehicles for competitive market pricing

 Monitor inventory to make sure pricing continues to be competitive

 Automated pricing format that marks down aging vehicles

Recon:

 Vehicle purchase guidance through the recon process with associated vendors

 Communicate with vendors for quotes, and issue P.O.s to authorize work

 Establish an expected return time on vehicles at third party repair facilities.
 (Such as: Track progress and identify avg time in each step of the recon process
 to identify bottlenecks).



Listings:

 Hi Res 4K Images (Not 640 X 480 px images!)

 Easy lot services uploads with SLR or smartphone

 Ability to add OEM option packages and colors with click of the mouse

 DMS polling of data

 Data blending from multiple sources (DMS/Pricing tool/Photo Source) to create
 the ideal inventory listing

 Window Sticker/Buyer’s Guides and QR Codes that connect to website VDP

 Custom overlays

 Options on image

 HotSpot functionality

 360 interior and exterior videos

 Export videos to 3rd party sites, including YouTube

 Custom exports 

 Data Transfers for rebates to be subtracted from the dealer price on New,
 and exported to 3rd parties

 Apply discounts to custom vehicle sets for website and/or 3rd party sites

 17 digit VIN Decoding

What boxes are left unchecked?
If you had Units - the answer would be none. Units offers these features and more at 
a fraction of the cost of the other guys. Don’t believe us? Give us a call at 
877.551.2555 and we’ll prove it to you!
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